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Recording Controller
TS-0653

Description:
t is a new generation of fully automatic four-camera recording controller. Using integrated hardware design, embedded Linux operating system, as well as highly 
integrated image recognition tracking, automatic broadcast, live broadcast, VOD, acquisition, recording and other system modules, it can meet the needs of making 
quality teaching videos, online learning, interactive teaching, etc.

Feature:
*  Use integrated hardware design, embedded Linux operating system, highly integrated image recognition tracking, automatic broadcast, live broadcast, VOD, 
acquisition, recording and other system modules; convenient usage and maintenance, and high security.
*  Based on the B/S architecture, you can log in to the web to realize functions such as live broadcast management, signal management, group management, user 
management, file management, scheduled recording, central control management, and system management.
*  The audio adopts AAC HD encoding method, and the audio and video are accurately recorded synchronously.
*  The video adopts H.264 encoding method with adjustable bit rate, supports video encoding 256kbps ~ 12Mbps, and supports 1920x1080 and other resolution.
*  The recording controller has a built-in encryption algorithm to ensure that the genuine machine needs to be activated to get the permission to use it, and it supports 
the use of the authorization date.
*  The controller has a built-in 2.2-inch LCD screen, which displays device information such as system hard disk space, version number, recording status, and IP 
address.
*  The controller comes with 2TB of storage space, and the recording content can be stored for up to 2000 class hours; support frequent use of the device for more 
than one year; support automatic deletion of old files and loop recording.
*  The controller has 2 HDMI signal input interfaces, which can connect to a computer or camera.
*  The controller has 4 SDI signal input interfaces, which can connect to the camera.
*  The controller has 1 YCBR composite signal input port for connecting external signal sources.
*  The controller has 4 network signal inputs, using standard RTSP stream access, to collect network camera signals.
*  The controller supports simultaneous input of up to 4 video signals, and the signal type includes HDMI/3G-SDI/IP.
*   The controller has 2 HDMI video output interfaces for connecting external display devices.
*  The controller has three 3.5mm audio input interfaces for collecting external audio signals.
*  The controller has two 3.5mm audio output interfaces for monitoring or connecting to external sound devices.
*  The controller has two RS-232 control interfaces for seamless signaling connection with other control systems.
*  The controller has 2 USB ports for connecting U disk or keyboard and mouse.
*  The controller has one 802.3ab 1000Base-T gigabit network interface, supporting IPv4 address and IPv6 address.
*  The controller comes with a 2.4G remote control with laser pointer function. It can realize the remote one-key recording function, and control the teacher computer to 
realize PPT operations, including PPT page turning, playback, and exit.
*  Support manual broadcast through the directing software; work with the built-in automatic directing module for fully automatic broadcast.
*  It supports remote control through the control panel, and functions such as input source monitoring, directing screen switching, recording mode switching, start/stop 
recording, special effect switching, and camera control can be realized by clicking the panel button.
*  It can simultaneously control up to 4 PTZ cameras to turn and zoom; it supports the image tracking function with one click.
*  Support single-stream single-screen/single-stream multi-screen/multi-stream multi-screen recording, and each input signal can be saved as a separate file; it can 
record up to 5 video images at the same time, and supports classification recording and classification storage, including multiple formats such as MP4, AVI, MOV, FLV 
and MKV.
*  Support 7 screen layouts including 3-screen, 4-screen and dialogue screen layout, and supports 2 custom screen layouts to meet individual needs.
*   Support custom segmented recording, with a duration of 30-480 minutes, which can be seamlessly connected to the nonlinear editing tools of other manufacturers.
*  Support PVW and PGM dual screen, support output transition effects, including 12 transition effects such as gradient, erase, push, extend, and fly-in.
*  Support subtitle settings, built-in subtitle templates, users can customize the size, color, and position of the letters.
*  Support online speech-to-text function, and automatically generate subtitles.
*  Support customizing and adding a title, support uploading a custom title and setting the display time.
*  Support tagging each video screen, distinguish the screen to display different content.
*  Support the scheduled recording function, after the recording schedule is edited, it will automatically record according to the scheduled time, and automatically 
produce the file name with information such as venue, speaker, and theme.
*  Built-in VOD module supports online playback, pause, jump and other operations of video files through the network.
*  Support live broadcast function, support simultaneous live broadcast of 50 users in the local area network; support standard RTMP streaming protocol, which can be 
connected to a third-party live broadcast platform for online live broadcast, which is convenient to extend the number of live broadcasts.
*  Support automatic file upload and backup; courseware can be automatically pushed to the file server with the help of a third-party FTP file server; automatically 
adjust the bandwidth during file upload and download to prevent network congestion.
*  Support video file repair function. During the recording process, video files damaged by power failure can be repaired.
*  Support one-key reset function to avoid file damage, loss of ip address and loss of administrator password, which may cause the system to become unusable.
*  Support one-key upgrade function, when the system has new function iterations, the function upgrade can be realized by importing firmware. 

* Video introduction: Support graphic description and poster introduction.

* Sharing restriction: Whether the video can be shared.

* Download restriction: Whether the video can be downloaded.

* Video watermark: Add a watermark to the video for anti-counterfeiting operations.

Live video

* No plug-in live video: Users can directly watch the live broadcast through the browser without installing a special playback plug-in.

* Live broadcast interaction: During the live broadcast, users can comment, discuss, and send barrages on the video.

* Video recording: Support live video recording, the recording file becomes an VOD video after approval.

* Scheduled and direct live broadcast function, you can choose whether to record during the live broadcast, you can set the live broadcast password, and the user can 
watch the live broadcast after entering the correct password.

* Live introduction can be added in the background for users to view;

* The live broadcast is divided into the started and unstarted live broadcasts, and the unstarted live broadcasts are arranged according to the calendar time, so that 
users can clearly view the everyday live broadcast appointment time.

* Live broadcast muting: The administrator can mute some users to prevent some students from disrupting the classroom and affecting the classroom process;

* Sensitive word processing: The administrator can configure sensitive words, filter sensitive words, replace and delete sensitive words.

* Multi-bitrate support: Support SD, HD, and full HD settings during live broadcast, which can be switched in the player window during playback.

Course album

* The album can be associated with platform materials, videos, and local files. Users can integrate relevant materials and courses into an album for release.

* Album classification: You can customize album classification and manage it flexibly.

* Album sharing: You can share the content of the course album.

* Viewing permissions: Set album viewing permissions to restrict users viewing.

* Album ranking: Support albums ranking according to their release time and popularity.

Material management

* Material search: The data uploaded by users, such as documents, videos, audios, pictures, etc., are directly collected on the platform, and you can search by 
keywords to obtain useful data.

* Material ranking: Support the display according to the latest resources and downloads; support direct upload of data in the background. The data uploaded in the 
foreground needs to be reviewed by the background before being displayed.

* Material application: You can read the uploaded related word, PDF, Excel, PPT data online, and can also download or save or share the data as needed; users can 
score the data.

* Material classification: Support custom material classification, flexible data management.

* Viewing permissions: Customize the data viewing permissions, and support restrictions on organizational bureaus, positions, and user accounts.

* Download/sharing restrictions: Whether to support downloading and sharing.

* Private resources: The administrator can set private resources, which cannot be viewed by others.

News announcement

* Release news: The administrator can set news classification and content in the background; support sticking the important announcements to the top.

* Announcement list: Support the display of sticky announcements, and you can give a like to the content when viewing announcements.

* Announcement attachments: Support adding announcement attachments, which users can view and download.

* News classification: Support custom classification for news announcements.

Account settings

* The user can set personal account information, modify the avatar, add mobile phone, email and other information.

* Support modifying the login password.

Backstage management

* Web page settings: Customize the web page title and web logo.

* Logo setting: Support user-defined upload of platform foreground and background logo.

* Platform settings: Add, edit, and disable the navigation bar. Support users customizing the footer version information.

* One-click graying: Support platform one-click graying.

* Carousel picture management: Support users customizing the carousel picture page of homepage, information, album, and VOD. Support setting links. The user can 
click on the carousel to jump directly to the relevant page

* Announcement management: The administrator can add, edit, disable, and delete announcements. Announcements can be classified and topped. Announcement 
attachments can be added.

*  About us: The administrator can modify the company information introduction.

* Sensitive word settings: The administrator can set sensitive words, disable and replace sensitive words, and support classification operations on sensitive words.

* Organization structure: Support custom organization structure, up to 9 levels can be added.

* Position information: User positions can be set, and position information can be associated with viewing permissions.

* Role management: The default role of the platform is administrator and staff. The administrator has all the permissions of the foreground and background, and the 
staff only has the permissions of the foreground: users can add roles with corresponding permissions as needed.

* User management: Support manual addition, registration application, batch import of user data, and position information can be associated with users. Support 
disabling, enabling, and deleting user accounts.

* Registration management: support the approval of new registered users, support batch approval and batch rejection, and the user registration details can be viewed.

* Operation log: Record the background operation log.

* Video list: Display a VOD list; add, edit, preview, download, push homepage, watch statistics, and delete videos.

* Push homepage: By default, popular videos on the homepage are sorted in order of release time, and the administrator can customize the homepage setting in the 
background, and the required videos can be pushed to the corresponding position of the popular VOD on the homepage.

* Transcoding information: All uploaded videos will be automatically transcoded. Transcoding can switch the video to a playable mp4 format and achieve resolution 
switching.

* Upload settings: The size of the video upload is limited.

* Transcoding settings: Set the video transcoding, support setting immediate transcoding or idle transcoding, and improve platform performance.

* Video storage settings, you can set the default video retention period, and the videos that exceed the period will be automatically deleted. Support the setting of a 
separately saved video.

* Insufficient storage space prompt: When the platform storage space is less than 20%, it will automatically prompt. Users can extend the space or clean up unused 
video files according to their needs.

* Live broadcast list: Display all unstarted, on-going, and finished live broadcasts. The live broadcast can be previewed, and the live broadcast can be stopped 
immediately.

* Scheduled live broadcast: Optional immediate live broadcast and scheduled live broadcast, support setting live broadcast passwords, and choose whether to record. 
The recorded live file becomes a VOD video after approval. Support uploading live broadcast cover; live broadcast supports graphic description, it is recommended to 
display in poster format.

* Live recording files: Display live recording files, which will become a VOD video after approval. Support platform recording and receiving recording files from the 
recording controller.

* Device management: Support the display of the connected recording controller device, and edit the device information.

* Material management: Support the management of platform data, preview, edit, download and set private data, and upload data in the background.

* Document review: The background can review the documents submitted by the foreground user; after that it can be displayed in the foreground.

* Album management: Manage platform album information. When adding albums, support associated platform information, platform videos and local files. Users can 
integrate materials with related attributes into an album, or into a video collection.

* System settings: The administrator can view the system operation status in the background, including the display of running time/RAM/CPU/disk usage.

* Time setting: Support synchronizing the local time; support modifying the server time.

* IP configuration: The administrator can set the platform ip, which is only valid for the super administrator.

* Recycle bin: Clear, restore, and delete the content of the recycle bin.

* Platform storage: Support setting up local storage or cloud storage solutions according to customer needs.
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Specification:

Recording Controller
TS-0653

Video protocol
Code stream
Video output format

Network protocol
Video input interface
Video output interface
Input resolution
Output resolution
Audio input interface
Audio output interface
Network port
USB interface
Control port

H.264
256Kbps~12Mbps
MP4/MOV/MKV/FLV/AVI/TS

Support TS, RTSP, RTP and RTMP real-time protocol streams
Support TCP, UDP, RTMP, RTSP, FTP, DHCP, HTTP protocol
4 SDI HD video interfaces, 2 HDMI video interfaces, 1 composite video interface
2 HDMI video interfaces
1920x1080P60/P50/I60/I50/P30/P25fps
1920x1080P60/P50/P30/P25fps, 1280x720P60/P50/P30/P25fps, 720X576P60/P50/P30/P25fps
Three 3.5mm audio interfaces
Two 3.5mm audio interfaces (synchronous output)
1 Gigabit Ethernet port
2 USB 2.0 interfaces
2 RS-232 interfaces

*  Support software central control, fill in the central control instructions in the recording management interface, and you can conduct central control operations through 
the interface, and connect to other devices for one-key control.
*  Support connecting with private cloud platform servers; the cloud platform can perform unified management and control of the devices.
*  Support user group management function, assign account permissions to each user. Users can watch live and VOD files after authentication and authorization, and 
they can only access the corresponding files.
* valid for the super administrator.
* Recycle bin: Clear, restore, and delete the content of the recycle bin. 

Live protocol
Audio protocol AAC

Storage 2TB

Power consumption port 45W

Size 484×310×60mm (L×D×H)

Relative humidity 20%~80%, no condensation

Panel button 1× power switch

Power supply DC 24V/5A

Weight 3.95Kg

Working temperature -10°C~55°C (under well-ventilated conditions)
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